
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Dear Parents and Carers, 
 
Welcome to our last newsletter of this academic year, as we head towards the end of term 
the pace certainly hasn’t slowed down at all, there is still so much to do before Fridays leaving 
assemblies at both schools.  
 
It was lovely to share last night’s Year 8 leavers BBQ with so many parents, and for so many 
parents to attend the Year 4 Leaver’s Concert on Wednesday afternoon. 
 
Reports were sent home on Tuesday afternoon, Miss Coppenhall and I really enjoyed reading 
and commenting on each child’s journey of individual achievement this academic year. Early 

indications identify that academic results for both schools were high this year and truly reflect our staff’s commitment to 
improving our pupil’s outcomes in their learning. These results will be validated by the autumn term and we will share 
our achievement against national benchmarks with you in the autumn term. 
 
There are a number of projects being undertaken at the Middle School over the summer holiday. The cage on the 
playground will be removed as this is the first stage in a long term project to update the play areas providing level surfaces, 
new play equipment and more shaded areas. We are also refurbishing the Middle School Hall over the summer holiday 
replacing the ceiling and updating all of the lighting. 
 
We look forward to welcoming four new members of staff to the lower school teaching team in September. Freya Le Serve 
has undertaken her final year of teacher training with us this year and we are delighted to welcome her to our staff for 
her first year of teaching. We are also pleased to welcome Meggie Adams, Amie Williams and Hannah Mooring who are 
all experienced teachers.  
 
Most of our staff have contributed in some way to this newsletter and I feel it truly reflects the highlights of such a 
successful academic year at both schools. As we move into the new academic year both schools are expecting Ofsted 
Inspections, both Miss Coppenhall and I are confident that both schools are ready and prepared to be challenged by the 
new inspection framework that comes into place from September 2019.  
 
I would like to wish any pupils moving onto new schools our best wishes for the future.   
 
Finally, as we turn our thoughts to our summer holiday where we are able to all spend time with our family and friends I 
would like to take this opportunity to thank staff for their hard work and commitment to our pupils and our parents for 
their ongoing support of both schools. 
 
Have a wonderful summer break! 
 

Cathy Smart  

 

July 2019 - 12 



 
A message from Sarah Pryer – Chair of Governors for the Potton Federation  

 
Dear Parents and Carers 
 
As we come to the end of the academic year, I wanted to take the opportunity to explain more about the Governing Body 
and our role. 
 
Who are we?  
The Governing Body is composed of Parents, Co-opted and Staff governor members and one governor appointed by the 
Local Authority. We are not delegates, though, so do not actually represent those groups but all work together for Potton 
Federation comprising Potton Lower and Potton Middle Schools. 
 
We come from a wide range of backgrounds and bring our different skills and our enthusiasm to the governing body. We 
are not the experts in education (apart from the staff governors!) but take advantage of many governor training courses 
available to build our knowledge.  
 
The current governors (all listed on the website) are all volunteers giving up their own time to fulfil their roles for the 
benefit of the children. We have welcomed 3 new members onto our Governing Body this academic year and are delighted 
with the mix of skills, knowledge and experience they bring. They have all attended Governor Training run by the Local 
Authority. 
 
The Governing Board of Potton Federation currently consists of: 
  
Two Parent Governors  
One Local Authority Governor  
One Staff Governor 
Twelve Co-Opted Governors  
The Headteacher  
 
There have been fifteen formal governor meetings for the year 2018-19. Governor attendance, as always, has been very 
good and absences accepted and approved. 
 
We also have a diligent Clerk who ensures we carry out our statutory duties and that meetings are run and recorded in 
accordance with regulations. 
 
During this academic year, Governors have attended training in a range of subjects including data analysis, safeguarding, 
vulnerable groups and GDPR. 
 
What do Governors do?  
The Governing Body is legally responsible for all major decisions about the school and its future. The Headteacher is 
responsible for day-to-day running of the school. Governors have a duty to promote high standards of educational 
achievement throughout the school and we do this principally through our three statutory principal functions: 
 

 Ensuring the schools have a clear vision, ethos and strategic direction  

 Holding the Headteacher and Senior Leadership Team to account for the educational performance of the school 
and its pupils and for the performance management of staff  

 Overseeing the financial performance of the school and making sure the schools’ budgets are well spent  
 
How do Governors give Strategic direction? 
Many of the current Governors helped oversee the formation of the Potton Federation four years ago. The aims of the 
Federation then remain the same today – to ensure all children receive an outstanding educational experience through a 
shared leadership and vision and to make the best use of the resources we have available. 



 
 
One of the ways we do this is by working with schools in the local area as well as the Local Authority. We stay abreast of 
any developments; consider how they impact our own schools and decide what action we need to take.  
 
On the issue of changes at Potton Federation, we continue to work closely with the Local Authority – Central Bedfordshire 
Council – and other local schools.  Their aim is to co-ordinate timescales for us to have a public consultation on a transition 
to us becoming a Primary School.  
 
This decision was made given the announcement of our only remaining feeder Upper School – Stratton – to become a 
Secondary School. Our other main feeder school, Sandy, has already become a Secondary School and some of our local 
feeder Lower Schools for the Middle School have also indicated that they will become Primary Schools. Everton Heath did 
the same two years ago.  
 
Our priority are the children and staff of the Federation and we continue to fiercely represent their best interests in all 
our discussions. There is, as yet, no timetable agreed, and we will update you as soon as it has. Whilst there are these 
unknowns, please be assured that we are focused on ensuring that any possible changes will have as little impact as 
possible on children, their families and on staff. 
 
How do Governors monitor School Improvement?  
Governors are responsible for setting the school’s strategic framework, identifying priorities for school improvement and 
monitoring progress towards these goals. We must provide challenge to the school and hold the Headteacher and senior 
leaders to account for improving the quality of teaching and learning and school performance – this is a core governance 
function.  
 
We do this through informed and challenging questioning in meetings, through regular monitoring and analysis of data 
on children’s performance and progress and through visits into school to observe initiatives and school policies in place 
and to see their impact on learning.  
 
We work with the Senior Leaders in school to look at each educational phase in detail at Attainment and Progress for all 
groups of pupils, Quality of Teaching, Behaviour and Attendance. 
 
As Governors we make a number of formal visits to the schools during the school day. These visits help governors get to 
know the schools and the pupils, which is essential if we are to make the best strategic decisions for school improvement. 
We can see school polices and initiatives in practice in the classroom and monitor their impact and effectiveness. 
Governors may also have the chance to see children’s written work on the visits.  
 
The focus for each visit is different and is often to view an aspect of the current School Improvement Plan so that we can 
report back to other Governors what we have seen, and which validates other sources of information. Another reason for 
a visit will be to monitor that governor’s individual specialism area, which may be a curriculum or other area such as 
Attendance. (See the Governors section of the school website for individual governor roles.)  
 
In our review of the schools, through the visits and through our contact with staff and senior leaders, the Governors have 
a huge amount of respect for all the staff. The amount of effort and care we see is inspirational. Not only in academic 
progress but in events, trips, activities as well as in exciting, engaging classroom teaching. I would like to take this 
opportunity to give a huge thank you to all our staff for all that they contribute. This includes the dedicated Senior 
Leadership Team under the expert guidance of Mrs Smart. 
 
Financial management  
Governors look at financial statements and ask questions to ensure that the school makes efficient use of its budget and 
provides best value for money. Our finance committee includes governors with an expertise in accountancy and other 
governors have attended finance training courses, so we are able to ask appropriate and challenging questions. We are 
grateful for the information provided by the Bursar, Mrs Pauline Norris at these meetings. The financial data we receive 



 
from school and our visits into school help us monitor the impact of the financial resources that have been allocated to 
particular areas.  
 
What next? 
The Governing Body will meet early in the new Autumn term to cover the administrative functions with Terms of 
Reference for all Committees agreed and to set dates of meetings. 
 
I hope you have enjoyed the amazing range of enriching activities the children have experienced this last half term; from 
theatre trips to beatboxing and from abseiling to art it is great to see how many opportunities our pupils have. 
 
We hope you have a lovely summer. 

 

A message from Charlotte Coppenhall – Acting Deputy Headteacher   

I cannot believe this is the last newsletter of the academic year - this year has absolutely flown by! I feel full of pride when 
I reflect on this year, and I cannot help but smile with a tear in my eye as I remember all of the successes, triumphs and 
achievements our children, staff and school have had this year. The journey each individual child has been on is simply 
incredible, and it has been such a pleasure to witness so many heart-warming and proud moments.  
 
It brought so much joy seeing all of our children move up to their new classes a few weeks ago – they all seemed to really 
enjoy this and there were lots of smiles seen and laughter heard as I visited each new class. I’ve also enjoyed listening to 
our pupils who are moving on this summer – they have all come back eager to share their experiences and excited about 
the future ahead. I want to personally thank all of the pupils, families and staff who come to the end of their Potton 
Federation journey this summer for being a part of our school family, and I wish you all the brightest of futures. You will 
all be greatly missed, but I know you are all more than ready for your next chapter. 
 
I want to take this opportunity to particularly wish all of our Year 4’s the best of luck as they move to middle school. They 
have all had such an amazing year and I know they are fully prepared for the next stage of their education. I just couldn’t 
believe that this moment had come around already as I talked to them in their new Year 5 classrooms a few weeks ago, 
but they were filled with excitement and joy as they told me what they would be learning about next year. Their new 
teachers were so impressed with their enthusiasm and maturity, and I know they will continue to grow, thrive and shine 
in Year 5 as they have done so this year. 
 
I also want to wish all of our incredible Year 8’s all the best as they begin Upper School.  It has been so wonderful seeing 
them in their leaver’s hoodies this week and they absolutely soaked me during our water fight!  I really hope their last 
week at Potton Middle was one they will remember forever.   
 
I’ve really enjoyed working across both schools this year and working with the whole staff team. We are so lucky to have 
such dedicated, inspirational and enthusiastic members of staff who work incredibly hard and care so deeply about every 
single child. The staff are also very fortunate to teach such happy, keen and motivated pupils – they make us all smile 
every day. We are also lucky to have such supportive and helpful parents and carers who help to make so many things 
possible for our school. A great deal of what we do in school cannot be achieved without you and your co-operation and 
backing. I look forward to working more closely with you from September.  
 
I’m so looking forward to seeing you all in September and hearing about all of the wonderful things you have been up to. 
I hope you all have the most amazing summer making lots of new family memories. Wishing you love, sunshine and 
laughter.  
 
 

 
 
 



 
 

Reception  

Puddle Ducks – Miss Coppenhall  

To say I’m completely and utterly proud is an understatement – I could not 
have asked for more this year from every single Puddle-Duck. Without fail, 
they have made me smile every single day and seeing how they have grown 
into such kind-hearted, passionate and driven individuals who regularly 
challenge themselves and others has been an absolute joy. I really could not 
have asked for more from them.  
 
Puddle-Ducks, I will miss sharing my love of 90’s pop music with you all every morning, and hearing so many lovely 
compliments about my nail polish colours, but most of all, I will miss watching your relationships with each other develop 
and seeing and hearing your thoughtful and friendly interactions to ensure every member of our Puddle-Duck family has 
a happy day.  
You have accepted every challenge, overcome every hurdle and exceeded my already very high expectations week after 
week. You are more than ready for the challenges of Year 1, and I know your new teachers are so excited to welcome you 
and continue your fantastic journey through lower school and nurture your love of learning.  
 
The list of highlights is endless, and I have such fond memories of our year together. All of the children have made brilliant 
progress, from starting the year by trying to write their name, to now writing their own detailed and impressive stories.  
 
In September we worked on counting to 5, and we can now order our numbers to 20 and beyond, and we can write 
addition and subtraction sums independently. We have enjoyed painting, building and working outside as well as lots of 
singing and performing. The Greatest Showman has certainly been the soundtrack to many of our days. We have 
developed our PE skills, and we particularly enjoyed showing these off during Sports Day. When talking to the children, 
they could name so many highpoints of their first year at school. One of the most popular highlights was going on our 
school trip, and this was such a wonderful day. This year we have been so lucky to have so many parents who generously 
gave up their time to come in with ponies, goats, lambs and tractors amongst many other things as well as share 
information about their jobs. Thank you for adding so much to our learning both in school and at home. Your support and 
interest in our topics and learning has made such a huge difference and it has been a pleasure celebrating your child’s 
achievements this year alongside you.  
 
It has been a pleasure to watch their personalities grow and develop, and they are 
such dedicated and enthusiastic learners. They have flourished this year, and they 
have become very independent. I’m so proud of every single child, and I cannot wait 
to see their continued success next year.  
 
Well done my little superstars! Wishing you a summer of fun – you deserve it! 

 

 

 

Cotton-Tails – Mrs Harrison-White  

What an exciting and busy last half term the Cotton-Tails have had! The children have really enjoyed our last topic ‘Are 
we there yet’, and they have particularly enjoyed the visit from Potton Fire Service where we learnt all about how a fire 
engine works.  
 
The children loved reading ‘The Great Balloon Hullaballoo’ by Peter Bently and writing their own journey on a hot air 
balloon, and they came up with some fantastic ideas and sentences.  

News from our Classes  
 

 

 



 
 
We have been working really hard practicing all of the songs ready for our Proms in the Playground.  We hope all of the 
parents enjoyed our singing just as much as we enjoyed learning the songs and actions.  
 
In preparation for Year 1 the children have made visits to their new classrooms, and their 
new Year 1 teachers have come down and spent time with them in the Reception unit. They 
are so excited about starting Year 1 in September.  
 
The whole team are so proud of Cotton-Tail’s achievements this year.  Lots of the children 
came to school being unable to write or count and now we are seeing fantastic imaginative 
stories as well as addition and subtraction number sentences.  
 
Have a lovely summer holiday and we look forward to welcoming the children back to school 
in September.  
 
Well Done Cotton-Tails! 

 

 
 

Year 1 

Tiggy-Winkles – Miss Kerfoot 

What a great year it’s been!  
 
We’ve learned so much and had lots of fun along the way. We’ve discovered space, learned all about London and even 
had a tea party for the Queen!  
 
We all enjoyed our trip to Duxford Air Museum, especially Concorde. One of our favourite times of the year was when we 
spent the day at The Super Hero Academy, training to be superhero’s.  
 
We have also welcomed some new friends into our class. 
 
We’ve all loved our time in Tiggywinkles and we are all looking forward to next year. 

 

Squirrel Nutkins – Mrs Boston and Mrs Lee  

Wow, what an exciting year it has been! We would firstly like to take this opportunity to say how incredibly proud we are 
of Squirrel Nutkins and all they have achieved this academic year. We have seen each and every one of them grow and 
develop into confident individuals. 
 
We could not have asked for a more kind, inquisitive and motivated class. Together we have been on a wonderful learning 
journey. Exploring the curriculum through some fascinating topics from Moon Zoom at the start of the year through to 
our final topic, Splendid Skies.  
During this journey we had a visit from a veterinary nurse and met Tommy the tortoise. 
This was definitely one of the highlights during our Paws, Claws and Whiskers topic. The 
children loved learning about different animals and how to care for them. During our 
Superheroes topic we came to school dressed as our favourite Superheroes and loved 
immersing ourselves in the different Superhero stories, some of which included Super 
Daisy, Traction Man and Supertato. The children all thoroughly enjoyed making their very 
own Supertato to take home. 

 
 



 
Finally, this year has been a creative one.  Two of Squirrel Nutkins sang the supercalifragilisticexpialidocious song in Potton 
Lower Schools got Talent, and won!! It has been the most fantastic year and we have thoroughly enjoyed every part of it. 
We wish each and every Squirrel Nutkin a super summer and all the very best as they venture into Year 2. 

 

 

 
Year 2  

Tom Kittens – Miss Fordham  

Wow, what a year we have had together in Tom Kittens. It has been fantastic 
to watch each and every member of our class blossom.  They have approached 
Year 2 with courage and confidence, and that is most certainly reflected in the 
work that they have produced and the progress that they have made. 
 
This half-term has been fun filled; starting with our trip to Ferry Meadows 
where the children had the fantastic opportunity to explore a variety of habitats 
and investigate which insects lived there. In our topic lessons, we have found 
out about many famous explorers and what gruesome things they got up to.  
 
The children have worked so hard for their performances of the Jungle book; learning lines, songs and the actions. It was 
a fabulous performance and watching it made me very proud. Learning songs and actions then continued for Proms in 
the Playground,  and the children yet again impressed me with how quickly they were able to sing their hearts out to ‘Love 
train’ and ‘I want you back’.  
 
As the year comes to a close I am certain that Tom Kittens are ready for the next step in their adventure by going into 
Year 3 and being a part of Key Stage 2.  
 
I wish them all the very best and I hope that you all have a lovely, relaxing summer with your families. 
 

Jeremy Fisher – Mrs Lewis  

From the moment I knew I was going to be the teacher of Jeremy Fishers class, I was so excited - they are such a wonderful 
bunch and we have had a great term!   
 
Our topic after Easter was Wriggle and Crawl and they all immersed themselves fully and filled the classroom with various 
show and tell items, from remote control spiders to fact books about tropical insects. They loved the arrival of our own 
caterpillars and we watched them grow day by day. It was such a shame that the butterflies decided to hatch out during 
half term, although the children did get to see a video of their release!  
 
After half term we had our trip to Ferry Meadows in Peterborough and the children loved it, it was so lovely to see them 
taking notice and care of nature. We had a new topic to start too, Land Ahoy and they enjoyed learning about Blackbeard 
and Christopher Columbus.  
 
Our production this year of Jungle Book was wonderful and the children were 
amazing.  They learnt their lines, listened to instructions and blew me away with 
their performances. They also really enjoyed learning their songs for Proms - 
always a favourite with me!I have loved my time in Jeremy Fishers, and I am 
sorry that it has come to an end, but I know the children will continue to grow 
and flourish in Year 3 and I look forward to seeing their many achievements.  
 
Personally, this school year has been a difficult one for me, but being 
surrounded by the wonderful children from PLS  who have made me laugh, 



 
smile and cry (happy tears!), my very special friends (the incredible PLS staff) and the continued support of their parents, 
I too feel ready for the next academic year.  
 
Thank you! 

 Year 3 

Dragons – Mr Hodgson  

Wow! What a year we’ve had! It seems like only yesterday that I was welcoming Dragons for their first day in Year 3. A 
few weeks back I watched the class head into Year 4 for their transition day and I felt extremely proud with how they 
impressed their new teacher - I knew they would, the children can’t wait for their Year 4 journey to begin! 
 
 As I reflect on another year at Potton Lower School, I am always shocked at how fast these years go. I really can’t believe 
that another school year has come to an end! It has been an amazing year and we have so many memories. The children 
have thoroughly enjoyed their topics this year. One of our favourite experiences was when we had History Off the Page 
join us back in the Spring Term. The children had the opportunity to role play life as a citizen in Ancient Greek times. The 
children fully embraced their roles and got so much learning out of the day. I would especially like to thank the parent 
helpers and volunteers that joined us for the day.  
 
More recently, the children had a wonderful trip to Herrings Green Farm. All of the children had the opportunity to hold 
an owl, and I got a chance to hold one of their biggest birds.  The children also learnt how to care for guinea pigs and 
rabbits. The children could hold and pet these animals which went down very well with the children. When returning to 
the classroom, they could remember such wonderful facts about the different animals they encountered. Their favourite 
bird of prey had to be the peregrine falcon.  
 
I would like to give thanks to Mrs Middlebrook and Mrs Hardham who have been working with the class over the last 
academic year. They always put so much effort and care into the children and they were very happy when they knew that 
they would be following them into Year 4. I would also like to give thanks to our volunteers throughout the year who have 
supported several trips and functions in school. 
 
While the children have so much to look forward to next year, I wish them all a well-earned, relaxing and enjoyable 
Summer break. 
 

Phoenix – Miss Bagnall  

What a busy yet exciting year Phoenixes have had! There is so much that the children have achieved over the course of 
the year and so many valuable learning experiences.  
 
We started the year learning about the Stone, Bronze and Iron Ages and reading ‘Stig of the Dump’ by Clive King, just one 
of the quality texts that the children have got to experience this year. During this topic we learnt about the Stone Age, 
and Phoenixes enjoyed making their own Stone Age monuments! We finished this topic by designing and making our own 
Celtic torc necklaces from clay.  
 
As the busy Christmas half term descended on us, the children had got used to being in Key Stage 2 and we began our 
next topic, ’Mighty Metals’. We began this topic with the stunning start day of visiting Potton Park and testing the 
playground equipment to see how different forces acted. Another highlight of this topic was making our own magnetic 
fishing games to play! Phoenixes also became engrossed in the book ‘Iron Man’ by Ted Hughes and produced some high 
quality pieces of writing and art work based on the text.  
 
After a restful Christmas break we returned to school for our next history topic of Ancient Greece. We were lucky enough 
to experience what it would have been like in Ancient Greek times with a visit from History off the Page. The children also 
learnt about myths and legends, wrote their own myths and debated whether the Trojan horse should be allowed in the 
city of Troy. This topic was followed by one of my personal favourites, ‘Scrumdiddlyumptious!’ Amongst lots of exciting 



 
food tasting and cooking the children also became familiar with the aspects of healthy eating and the food groups. When 
discussing our favourite memories of the year a firm winner amongst the class was definitely the bouncy egg experiment! 
Seeing how food can be altered really excited the children. We also had fun learning about Fair Trade. 
 
The Summer Term has been another busy term but we have still managed to fit in lots 
of exciting learning experiences. In the topic, ‘Flow’ the children learnt all about the 
water cycle and rivers around the world. Reading ‘The Secret of Black Rock’ really 
allowed the children to build upon their current spelling, grammar, punctuation and 
vocabulary skills and they produced fantastic adventure stories as a result. Learning 
about wildlife living in different rivers led us to our next topic of ‘Predator’.  Another 
popular topic amongst the children; we met a vet nurse and a tortoise at the start of 
the half term followed by our visit to Herrings Green Farm where all the children were 
so lucky to hold an owl, watch a flying display and meet other critters!  
 
It has been a great year in Phoenixes with Fawkes the class phoenix being awarded 
daily to all the children for trying their best and demonstrating the school values. 
Phoenixes have made my final year at Potton Lower School a really enjoyable one and 
I am sure that they will all continue to progress and excel in Year 4. 

 

 

Year 4 

Hippogriffs – Miss Coppenhall 

I have been blown away with Hippogriffs this year. They have made me 
beyond proud with all of their wonderful achievements, both academically 
as well as with their extra-curricular activities. Throughout Year 4 the 
children have engaged in some exciting topics, particularly enjoying the 
Romans and the Blue Abyss. Children had fun dressing up as Romans for a 
day and getting involved with some Roman events such as using Roman 
numerals and taking part in a Roman battle; they also loved the 
introduction to our Blue Abyss topic where they created sea creatures 
using plastic. The standard of work completed across the curriculum this 
year has been outstanding, the children in Hippogriffs put 100% effort into 
all of their work, and take great pride in the presentation - their work 
brings a huge smile to my face. From creative stories to diary entries and 
biographies, the vocabulary used in the children’s writing is amazing; I have no doubt that there are some budding authors 
in our midst.  
 
Hippogriffs have been lucky enough to go on two trips this year. The first being the famous Grafham residential trip which 
was an extremely fun opportunity as well as a learning experience for all. More recently, Year 4 got to go to Whipsnade 
Zoo which was thoroughly enjoyed by all. We began the week having a go at planning their own route around the zoo and 
then spent the whole day exploring and observing a range of animals from around the world. Their behaviour was 
exemplary and I had the chance to go and see each group during the day and the children had so much information to tell 
me.  
 
As we approach the end of the school year, singing has filled the school corridors from all classes, but most recently from 
Year 4 as they practise for not only Proms in the Playground but also our Year 4 Leavers assembly. I am certain this will 
bring a tear to many eyes from both parents and staff alike. Hippogriffs are very talented in performing and they have 
picked up the songs so quickly and proficiently. Their beautiful voices have been a joy to listen to. The children in 
Hippogriffs have matured so greatly this year and they are most definitely ready for a big change going into Year 5 next 
year. I wish them all the best of luck, they have made me an extremely happy and proud teacher and I have loved every 
minute of teaching them.  



 
 
Have a super Summer filled with sunshine (fingers crossed) and lovely memories! 

 

Salamander – Mr Adams  

As the children have told me, this has been a busy and hectic year! However, it has also been a year of many highs and 
moments to celebrate. I always ask the children for their honest opinions about their time in Year 4 and what their 
highlights have been. Responses always begin with ‘You are the best teacher ever Mr Adams’ and when I remind them of 
their previous teachers and their future teachers, they always give me a guilty expression because they remember how 
many teachers they have already said this to and will of course, say it again. After this moment of realisation, we can then 
sit down and really focus on the good times. I could take you through the whole year, full of their memories and then you 
would realise why some have described it as hectic and busy.  
 
The Cornerstone topics have really enhanced engagement in learning over the last few years, lots of the children loved 
our first topic ‘I am a Warrior’. One of the best moments was our Roman invasion against the Celts! We dressed up in our 
Roman costumes, collected our shields and had a game of capture the flag which incorporated realistic Roman battle 
formations.  
 
Potions proved as popular as ever - the homework project to create their own perfumes always conjures up some 
interesting mixes of smells but many of the children use their understanding of solids, liquids and gases to select many 
ingredients that complement each other. One highlight of this topic was when I managed to cover half the classroom in 
lemonade, after a successful practice run during lunch time, the real experiment did not go to plan. When trying to 
demonstrate how mixing ingredients can give off gas to inflate a balloon, the mixture erupted and the balloon could not 
contain the consequent gases and liquid filling inside it. A short while later…an eruption of lemonade caused a huge deal 
of excitement in the classroom.  
 
In the Summer term we dived into the depths of the ocean. This topic both 
wowed the children, and caused them to reflect on the current environmental 
impacts affecting the world's oceans. We looked at the plastic epidemic across 
the world and created artwork and displays to raise awareness of this global 
issue. The children gained a better understanding of the issues surrounding 
plastic and why it is important to recycle as much as possible. Later on in the 
topic, we followed the heart-warming story of Keiko the killer whale. His story 
caused divided opinions within the class. Many could see the negative impact of 
taking wild animals for entertainment, but at the same time they could see that 
many of the people looking after these animals love them, and wanted to provide 
the best life they could for them. 
 
For a year that includes a residential, Christmas productions, Proms, Leavers assemblies, transition periods as well as day 
to day learning, it has definitely been a busy year. I am very proud of all of the children for their hard work throughout 
the year. I cannot believe how much they have all grown up, and they have developed a lot of independence that they 
will need going forward. It has been a great year. From Salamanders we wish you a very enjoyable and relaxing summer 
holiday. 

 
 

Year 5 

Riddell - Mr Wilkinson  

Well done to all of Riddell class for showing such enthusiasm, hard work and creativity over the past year - and it really 
has been a really exciting and eventful year! 
 



 
It all started back in September with learning about our Solar System in the Stargazers topic. We also learnt loads about 
mini-beasts in Beast Creator and tons about different materials in Alchemy Island, and much, much more in our other 
topics.  
 
In Maths the class has made great progress in some key skills such as long multiplication and fractions. There have been 
some amazing Big Writes, especially when we wrote our portal stories.  
 
Over the course of the year, we have had many new additions to our class - including myself.  
 
The year draw’s to an end with our big end-of-year events: activity week, Sports Day and Proms in the Playground. Activity 
week was fantastic with some amazing trips and guests in school.  
 
Riddell should certainly be proud of everything that they achieved on Sports Day: every single child got involved in some 
way; be it helping to make a banner or volunteering for three or even four track events. 
 
All-in-all it was a great year: Riddell class are certainly Year 6 ready! 

 

Stevens - Mrs Rider   

We have loved being named after an author this year, and Robin Stevens has been fantastic. 
She has sent us badges and signed books and over Easter some of the class got to meet her 
in Cambridge and appear on her Twitter feed!  
 
We have had a really creative year with rocket building, making mini beast homes and many 
art afternoons. We really enjoyed spending some time in the Science Lab with Mrs Bingham 
and watching the performance of ‘The Railway Children’ by a visiting theatre company. 
 
One of our favourite memories was our RE day when the year group created their own 
charities and hosted a charity fair where they sold their ideas to each other. 
 
Our topics have inspired some great project homework this year and the class have excelled 
themselves with their amazing ideas. From cakes to crystals, Tudor costumes to time 
machines, there has been no end of imagination. 
 
I wish the class all the best for next year and look forward to hearing all about their future 
successes. 
 

Elphinstone  - Mrs Chamberlain  

Wow, what an amazing year we have had in Elphinstone! We’ve crammed 
learning into every second available and the children have worked so hard all 
year.  
We’ve learnt all about gold in our Alchemy Island topic, learning all about 
different materials and their properties as well as writing some amazing non-
chronological reports.  
 
In “Off with her head” we learnt all about the gruesome history of the Tudors 
and the unfortunate lives of Henry VIII’s wives. The children seemed to really 
enjoy this topic, interviewing Henry VIII over the beheading of Anne Boleyn 
and debating whether or not she was innocent.  
 
We’ve just recovered from activity week where the children’s enthusiasm and excellent behaviour were a real credit to 
the school. I absolutely loved seeing the children’s enjoyment at 360 and even had a sneaky go on the slide myself!  
 



 
Finally I would just like to thank all of the pupils, their parents and carers in Elphinstone for a wonderful first year at Potton 
– you have made me feel so welcome here and I feel so blessed to have had such a wonderful class this year!  

 
 

 

Year 6 

Torday - Mr Brooks  

I love writing these blurbs for the termly newsletter, but this one … this 
one I have been absolutely dreading.  
 
It seems like only a few weeks ago that I was meeting the children for 
the first time, passionately uttering an unequivocal promise to give 
everything I had to help guide them through the most important year 
of their education to date. It didn’t take long to recognise that sat before 
me was a group of children full of promise and boundless potential; a 
class that quickly grasped my expectations and hopes for the year. 
 
At the beginning of the year, I asked the class for three simple things: to trust me, to give unparalleled effort in all 
situations and to embrace the demands of the year ahead. They have, without question, risen to the challenge and it has 
been an absolute pleasure to call them ‘my class’.  
 
I have had the joy of witnessing and sharing an unfathomable number of achievements and successes with 6 Torday. From 
outstanding individual topic projects and thought-provoking school assemblies, to the resilience, grit and determination 
demonstrated by the children in the build-up to the SATs - I can only congratulate them all for their efforts in what has 
been a truly remarkable year. That said, what stands out most of all is the way in which the children have managed to fill 
me with pride each and every day. In no uncertain terms, I have spent a year waking up each morning with a smile on my 
face knowing I had the honour of teaching 27 exceptionally gifted and wonderful children. Together, they have a unique 
way of bringing a smile to my face and tears to my eyes, and I am eternally grateful to each and every one of them for 
making this my most cherished year at Potton yet. 
 
I have absolutely no doubt that they will continue to soar and reach the greatest of heights as they steer towards their 
next adventure in Key Stage 3! While they have so much to look forward to next year, I wish them all a well-earned, fun-
filled and enjoyable Summer break. 

 

Edge - Mr Bick 

I can’t believe it’s only been seven months since I took over as form tutor for Edge Class! We’ve packed so much into 
these few months, I don’t really know where to start. 
 
Having spent several years away from Year 6, it was so exciting to be dissecting pigs’ hearts in the first week of January. 
That lesson was a real highlight, as the children’s natural curiosity and 
sense of adventure was immediately clear to see. From there, we 
explored the human body, before moving on to learn about Charles 
Darwin and evolution, producing some fantastic writing in the process. 
 
In the run up to SATs week in May, our attention shifted towards 
making sure that we were ready for whatever the tests could throw at 
us, and Edge Class rose to the challenge with their usual resilience and 
enthusiasm. I couldn’t be more proud of the way the children 
approached their SATs, and we have been celebrating our many success 
stories this week.   



 
  
Over the course of the year, Edge Class have developed a real team ethic and we’ve all become used to collecting reward 
certificates at celebration assemblies. It’s been a fabulous year and I wish all of the children all the best in Year 7! 

 

Evans - Miss Carrington  

Funny, hardworking, energetic: Evans have been a delight to teach this year. From the Second World War to the human 
body, they have thrown themselves into each topic and been ‘fact sponges’ for everything we have studied. From being 
artists, Mexicans and even evacuees, the ‘Wow Starters’ to our topics have provided some of the most memorable 
moments of the year.  
 
The heart dissection we carried out in ‘Blood Heart’ proved both gruesome and fascinating whilst certainly sparking an 
interest in anatomy! Similarly, the street party we held at the end of ‘A Child’s War’ celebrated all the knowledge we had 
gained during the topic and gave us the opportunity for food and some 40s music! Perhaps my favourite Topic moment 
from the year was watching Evans paint on cling film wrapped around table legs, which was unusual, yet gave them a 
chance to show us how expressive they can be. As always, the children’s topic projects amazed all staff at school. Their 
creativity, knowledge and presentation skills are second to none; it is such a pleasure to see them sharing their learning 
at home.  
 
One of the best parts of the variety of topics we cover in Year 6 is that they feed a love of learning, whilst also providing 
some escapism from the preparation for SATs. As their teacher, I know that they are fantastic scientists, artists, 
performers, sportsmen and women, and of course kind and caring children, but our Topic and values work has given the 
children a chance to show this off. Having said this, at one point in the Spring term, “We’ve got another Grammar test to 
do,” was responded to with “Yesss!” by many members of Evans, which I believe demonstrates the drive, determination 
and longing to show themselves to be the best they can be. I am so proud of the effort they have put into lessons this 
year; I couldn’t have asked for more and I hope they are as proud of themselves, as I am of them.  
 
Team spirit was a driving force that helped us through the more challenging parts of the year and it has been lovely to 
watch the children share their successes with each other and celebrate each other’s triumphs. Without fail, every member 
of Evans is willing to help and support others in lessons when another is finding something challenging. In addition, during 
‘A Child’s War’, I became surplus when Dylan taught a lesson himself. The respect Evans showed him was wonderful to 
see and from that moment, “Can I ask Dylan a question?” became a common phrase in our Topic lessons: well done Dylan!  
 
Our family spirit was further shown at Condover, where it was wonderful to watch the children encourage and 
congratulate each other. I was proud to see so many members of Evans collect prizes at the end of the week at Condover 
for their resilience and thoughtfulness.  
 
I want to wish all of Evans luck as they move into the next phase of their education; I know they will all thrive on a new 
challenge. It has been a pleasure teaching Evans this year and I am so proud of my superstars!  

 

 

Year 7  

Almond – Miss Crawford-Smith  

Since joining Potton Middle in January, Almond have been amazing in helping me settle into school life. I think I probably 
had a question, or a job for someone every morning which was always fulfilled without hesitation and always with a smile.  
 
Almond and I have been a match made in heaven as we both have a love for PE! I’ve been so impressed with their 
enthusiasm in PE where we’ve had a lot of fun. The stakes are always high during an Almond PE lesson which brings out 
everyone’s competitive side. This was the case during a football lesson where a failed bicycle kick from Harry had us all in 
stitches. I also can’t forget the one morning in our form room where the smallest spider caused havoc with our seating 
plan before it was safely removed.  



 
 
Finally a massive thank you to Mrs Munson and Mrs Massey for all their support with Almond this year too. It has been a 
pleasure to get to know Almond this year and I will certainly miss my first Potton Middle form.  
 

Rundell – Mrs Bingham  

Rundell students have shown many talents and strengths this year. As a group they really enjoy a good discussion. During 
a recent tutor time discussion about their hobbies and activities during the holidays, I was very impressed with how well 
they listened to one another. Mr James often tells me how mature they are when they discuss topics in PSHE. Well done 
Rundell. 
 
We recently held auditions for our form entry for Potton’s got Talent. We had lots of student entries and it was a very 
close thing – I look forward to the main competition in the final week of term.  
 
 Many students put a lot of effort into the School Olympics and stepped up to help their houses.  
 
This term Rundell were set a class dojo target and individual dojo targets. I was so impressed with the number of dojos 
they have achieved in the last few weeks and we will be celebrating meeting this target with a special form lunch during 
the last week of term.  
 
Good luck next year to all of Rundell as you enter Year 8.  
 
 

Year 8 

Pullmans – Mrs Topple  

Year 8 Pullmans have had a year welcoming new friends and sharing fun times.  They have enthusiastically participated in 
all events both sporting and academic with positivity.  
 
They have enjoyed earning Dojo’s and carrying out numerous jobs from washing brushes to mounting art work, no 
guesswork needed to work out our form room is the art room!  
 
We’ve had maths challenges and weekly spelling tests – who knew the children were so competitive! 
 
Have a safe and happy holiday and I wish you all the best as you start your new schools.  
 
 
 

Zephaniah – Mr Ballard  

For me, being the form tutor for Zephaniah Class this year has been a real experience. As the children have identified 
themselves, there have certainly been ups and downs and it has been a challenging year for all of us at different points.  
 
It has been heart-warming to see how the children support each other and genuinely care about their peers. I have seen 
some real growth both academically and personally in lots of the children.  As I have said to the children, I have every 
confidence in them to succeed, not only at upper school but also in their life beyond.  
 
I look forward to hearing about all their challenges and successes! Good luck and don’t forget to have fun, Zephaniah 
Class 2019!  
 
 

 



 
 

 
As another academic year draws to a close, we look back upon a very enjoyable and successful time with the music 
department.  
 
Year 8 pupils should be particularly proud of their learning this year - their involvement and engagement with the very 
detailed and lengthy project on Resistance Music under Apartheid in South Africa was very impressive, and they should 
all feel that they have learned a great deal.   During the Summer Term we have returned our attention to purely practical 
activities – giving high quality class orchestra performances of both Pachelbel’s Canon and the theme tune to James Bond. 
It has been such a pleasure to have taught such a wonderful year group and I wish them much success as they leave us to 
attend Upper School. 
 
Year 7 pupils have also been learning a detailed music project that has similarly looked at historical, political, sociological 
and musical aspects of The Blues, and how it developed after the end of the slave trade and the creation of the 
Emancipation Proclamation, through the Jim Crow era, and to modern day. Performance-wise, all pupils are now able to 
play the 12-bar blues and have also experienced improvising with the Blues Scale. 
 
 
Finally, after 11 years of teaching music at this lovely school I must now bid farewell. It has been such a great pleasure to 
teach in my local community and I am sure that I will continue to see and know many of you as you grow a little older and 
go on to exciting new adventures. I wish you much success for the future ahead. 
 
 

Art 

What a busy term this has been, we have packed in so much artwork across the two year groups 
from Cubism, Bauhaus, Art Nouveau to Photography.  Once again the standard of their work has 
progressed and this has been noticed in their continuing confidence and enjoyment in this 
subject. The Year 8’s marked their time here by drawing the school building while the Year 7’s 

have been printing and looking at patterns and textures.  
 

Computing  

The Year 8’s have ended the year putting their new programming language HTML skills to good use by coding a webpage 
to solve the monk diamond discovery.  They have had to write a code to make a web page announcing the discovery, 
creating a password and an app to make a list of items needed to host an exhibition. This has been an enjoyable and 
thought provoking programming experience. 
 
After having fun learning about Photoshop and creating layered images this term Year 7 have been learning about 
spreadsheets and can enter and format data, use formulas to work out calculations, produce and manipulate graphs of 
the data.   
 

D&T  

We have made cakes in Year 8 which culminated in high excitement with the Potton Bake 
Off.  All of the children have been so proud of their dishes and cooking ability.   
 
Year 8 have been busy making movable, mechanical mechanisms while the Year 7’s have 

been delighted with their moving motorised vehicles.  

Key Stage 3 Music – Mr Leigh James  
 
 
 
 

Key Stage 3 Art, Computing and Design and Technology – Sally Topple   
 
 
 
 



 

 

 
Some excellent work has been completed in Key Stage 3 Humanities lessons 
during the Summer Term… Our Geography presentations about ‘Climate Change’ 
have been very impressive. The pupils were inspired by the speech by the young 
climate change activist Greta Thunberg. They researched the various ways to slow 
down the rate of climate change.  
 
 
In History the pupils have been learning about slavery in the 1700’s and 1800’s, how slaves were transported across the 
Atlantic Ocean and then fought for their rights, leading to rebellion and eventually the abolition of slavery in 1807.  
 
Our Religious Education (R.E.) unit about Buddhism has continued to fascinate the pupils’ imagination and we successfully 
completed some guided meditation sessions together. We had some scented candles and practised some visualisation 
techniques and the pupils were very focused.  
 
I have been delighted with the pupil’s approach to their studies this year and wish the Year 7 and Year 8 leavers all the 
best for their future education.  
 
Have a very restful summer holiday. 
 
 
 

 
Year 7 have worked really hard in their science lessons this year. Recently we investigated how 
to identify acid and alkalis and looked at their uses and risks. During the house Olympics the 
science challenge was to produce the best rainbow using universal indicator and different 
strengths of acids and alkalis. Many students were very patient and created great rainbow 
fizzes.  
 
During the KS3 trip week, we carried out some fun experiments back at school, getting 
inspiration from the Harry Potter books. I was very impressed by the Latin the students used to 
create spells for our potion experiments!  We made some great indicators from fruit and 
vegetables which led to some interesting colours with acids and alkalis. We also made slime 
which is always a favourite.  
 
Year 8 have been very busy this term studying the families in the periodic table, space and gravity. We finished the year 
looking at plants. We investigated the difference between the wild flowers in a newly cut grass area and one where the 
grass was longer. The students used quadrats (a square metal frame) to mark random sample areas and identified the 
flowers using a key.  I hope they will be able to identify some for you if you sit down for a picnic during the summer 
holidays!  
 
A number of KS3 students are completing their own ten hour investigations for a Bronze Crest Award. These include 
looking at the ingredients to make the best bath bombs, the best conditions for growing plants and the speed of the traffic 
near the school.  
 
 
 

Key Stage 3 Humanities – Mrs Walker  
 
 
 
 

Key Stage 3 Science – Mrs Bingham    
 
 
 
 



 

 

The Maths Department continues to go from strength to strength across both schools. Our dedicated team of teachers 
gives the opportunity for your child to succeed in mathematics whatever their starting point. I have had the opportunity 
this year to see many mathematics lessons in both the lower and middle schools; and I have seen enthusiastic learners, 
fun practical tasks, fervent study and revision, and most importantly pupils who want to improve.  
 
Interesting mathematics that I have seen this year include gifted and talented days for pupils across both schools; 
entertaining intervention sessions helping the less able mathematicians; business studies lessons; and team building 
exercises.  
 
Mathematics is a journey, which all of us are at some point on the road. So whether 
it is life skills (such as using money, telling the time, using measurements) or more 
academic maths (such as standard form, algebra, and distance-time graphs) it is 
important that we grasp the learning with both hands and work to our potential. 
Thank you for all your help and support that you have given to the maths department 
all year; your input can make such a difference for the outcomes of the children. 
 
A particular well done to pupils who have been involved in SATs this year. We have 
received a very good set of results which show how much progress we are making.  
 
Have a good summer break, and a fond farewell to our leavers. Have a relaxing time 
but do try and include some mathematics where you can.  
 
Thanks  
 
Mr Griffiths 
 
 

 

We’ve had a wonderful year of reading at Potton Federation as we continue to build our community of readers. I can 
barely make it down the corridor without being stopped by a child recommending a book to me! 
 
In the Middle School, we started the year by finding out more about our class authors. From tweets from Philip Pullman 
and David Almond to letters from Piers Torday and Christopher Edge, many of our adopted authors sent messages to the 
children, and several members of Stevens class in Year 5 even travelled to meet Robin Stevens at the Cambridge Literary 
Festival last month. We will be continuing with our class author programme next year, so it would be lovely to see children 
reading books by their new class author in September (although I know many have already done so)! 
 
During the year, we were delighted to welcome the authors James Bishop, Eloise Williams and Steve Cole to visit the 
children and inspire them to get in touch with their creative sides. We’re really grateful to Rachael from Rogan’s Books in 
Bedford for arranging these events. 
 
Finally, I’d like to thank everyone who has supported the children in their reading this year. Whether you have bought 
books from the Book Fairs, donated books to the library, or simply read with your child every evening, please be assured 
that these things make a huge difference to the children and are greatly appreciated by all of the staff at both schools. 
 
 

Maths Department – Mr Griffiths   

 

Reading – Mr Bick  

 



 
Here are some recommendations for holiday reading: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

PLS 

This year we introduced many changes from previous years. We changed the school house names to: Earth, Air, Fire and 
Water and tried to ensure siblings would be in the same house throughout the Potton Federation. As we move into a new 
academic year in September 2019, we will introduce house captains to bring the children together in family groups within 
school.  
 
Potton Lower School Sports Day drew in a great crowd and I thank everyone who supported their children and prepared 
them for the big day. The excitement was evident to see when the children arrived at school and saw the activities laid 
out on the school field, with the change in weather we were sure to have a good day.  
 
After the successes of previous years, we followed similar events for the children as well as introducing some new 
challenges to keep even the sportiest individuals working hard to help their team. The KS1 events were loud and you 
could see all of the children cheering each other on. At the end of the main events there were only four points separating 
the four houses. This meant that the 40m sprints would determine the winning team. These were run at a furious pace 
with all children participating and trying their best. In the end, Earth reclaimed their title from the previous year and came 
out winners, although Air house were not very far behind. Knowing the results from KS1, KS2 were hoping for a clean 
sweep this year, however, the reigning champions (Air) were not going to go down without a fight. The KS2 pupils were 
ultra-competitive, but I am especially proud of their sportsmanship and attitude towards their peers. I constantly heard 
many children encouraging members of other teams as well as their own.  
 
After the main event we had a surprise leader by one point which was Fire house! Again the 40m sprints would determine 
the winner of KS2 Sports Day. There were some phenomenally quick individuals in the girls and boys races, many of these 
could give adults a run for their money! It became clear a pattern was emerging with a lot of wins shared between two 
houses. This meant that the final result changed and we would have new winners of KS2 sports day at the lower school. 

Reception / Key Stage 1 Upper Key Stage 2 

On a Magical Do-Nothing Day by 

Beatrice Alemagna 
The Explorer 

by Katherine Rundell 

Lower Key Stage 2 Key Stage 3 

The Boy who Grew Dragons 

by Andy Shepherd  
The Boy at the Back of the Class 

by Onjali Q. Rauf 

PE – House Olympics  

 



 
Air did not retain their crown this year, instead the praise went to Earth who have achieved a clean sweep in the lower 
school.  
 
So we now begin to look forward to next year where there will be many more events in the lead up to sports day for the 
children to work on in their house groups. I am sure that next summer, Earth will find it very tricky to hold onto their titles 
as the other three houses are keen to claim the throne for themselves! 

 

PMS 

Sports Day this year was renamed The House Olympics where every student represented their new house of Air, Water, 
Fire or Earth across a wide range of activities.  
 
The day compromised of a variety of sporting activities including rounders, netball, dodgeball, benchball, football, 
handball, capture the flag and athletics field events alongside some classroom activities throughout the morning that 
included art, music, maths, science and media. Every session and event that took place throughout the day were worth 
house points. All the points were then added together to find out our 2019 House Olympics Champions. Points were 
awarded as follows with 1st place getting 100 points, 2nd place 75 points, 3rd place 50 points and 4th place 25 points. An 
additional 50 bonus points were also awarded from teachers throughout the day for outstanding contribution and 
sportsmanship.  
 
In the afternoon the whole school came together onto the field for the athletics track events. The students sat together 
in their houses and proudly displayed their house banner that had been created in the art session with Mrs Topple.  
 
 
Our cheerleading squad dazzled us with a brilliant performance to open the whole 
event with the 600m race starting off proceedings. Students across all years 
competed in 30 races over a variety of distances with the 4 x 100m relay finishing 
off the day.  
 
My Griffiths was in charge of the points scoring and he had said that the lead was 
changing after most races so everything was still to play for. 
 
 
During celebration assembly the following morning every teacher awarded special House Olympics certificates and Mrs 
Chamberlain, who led the media session, showed us a brilliant presentation with the results from the day alongside some 
great videos and pictures taken by the media team. 
 
The final standings were as follows: 
 
1st – Fire with 6405 points 
2nd -   Air with 5915 points 
3rd – Water 5645 points 
4th – Earth 5375 points  
 
Congratulations to Fire house for winning this year’s House Olympics!! 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

Year 6 – Condover Hall 

“The lessons we learn outside of the classroom are equally if not more important than the ones we learn inside. I cannot 
emphasise this enough. We learn how to live and enjoy life, the most important lesson of all.” 
 
As we approached the stunning 16th Century Elizabethan manor house, 
overlooked by a radiant courtyard bursting with bird-shaped bushes and 
stunning flower arrangements, a gaggle of excitable group leaders 
awaited with beaming smiles outside Condover Hall. With only a few 
moments to drop off our bags and absorb the stunning surroundings we 
would call home for the next week, we were already into our first activity. 
The manner in which we arrived and jumped into our first activity (literally 
in some cases) was an insight into what could be expected for the week 
ahead. There were not many moments to pause and catch a breath! 
 
 
Each morning was met with a 5-star complimentary wake-up service (one of which was at an eye-squinting time of 
6:45am), a regimented dorm-room check and a nourishing breakfast. Filled with anticipation, enthusiasm and an 
unimaginable range of food choices, we were outside by 8:30am ready for the challenges and excitement that the day 
had promised. 
 
Given the opportunity to escape the ordinary, adventure awaited the children with open arms. Archery, fencing, climbing, 
abseiling, kayaking, raft-building and laser conquest were but a handful of activities they participated in during a chock-
a-block week. Needless to say, our fearless students fully embraced the many practical challenges that were placed before 
them. 
 
It is difficult to put into words how heart-warming it is for a teacher to see their students face their fears, conquer 
inhibitions and push through boundaries. We have seen this happen all year in the classroom, but we had the privilege of 
witnessing another side of our students in an entirely new environment. In a week filled with adventure, bravery, tenacity 
and too many laughs to recall, I am certain the children have memories that they will cherish for a lifetime. I know I speak 
on behalf of all the staff when I say that it was an absolute pleasure spending the week away with the children - they were 
a joy to be around. 
 
Our trip to Condover Hall truly was a perfect way to draw to a close such a rewarding and successful year for the staff and 
children of Potton Middle School. I’d just like to take this final opportunity to thank the support of our staff and parents 
once more, and wish our little stars every success as they embark on their next adventure in Key Stage 3!  
 
Your proud Head of Year, 
Mr Brooks. 
 

Key Stage 3 – France  

 

We all had a fabulous time on the French Trip to Normandy.  
 
It was genuinely a pleasure to spend the week discovering this part of France with the children. Highlights were learning 
about the D-Day landings, visiting the Bayeux Tapestry, exploring a cave complex and buying ice creams (in French!!).  
 
It was a treat to spend the week living in a real French Chateau, with Karaoke and disco on site!?  
A big thank you to all the adults who supported the children on the trip.  
 

Residentials  

 



 
 

 

 
All dates for the academic year 2019/20 have also been added to the website.  Please visit: 
https://pottonfederation.co.uk/events/list/  
 

Term Dates for 2019/2020:  
 
 

SCHOOL TERM AND HOLIDAY DATES 2019/2020 
Please note these dates apply to both schools 

Autumn Term 2019 
Thursday 5th September – Friday 20th December 
Half Term : Monday 21st October – Friday 25th October 
 
Spring Term 2020 
Monday 6th January – Friday 3rd April  
Half Term: Monday 17th February– Friday 21st February  
Easter Holiday: Monday 6th April – Friday 17th April (Bank holidays Friday 10th April and Monday 13th April) 
(The children will return to school on Tuesday 21st April after the training day). 
 
Summer Term 2020 
Tuesday 21st April – Friday 17th July 
May Day : Friday 8th May  
Half Term: Monday 25th May (Bank holiday) – Friday 29th May  
 
Inset Days:  
Monday 2nd September 2019,  
Tuesday 3rd September 2019, 
Wednesday 4th September 2019,  
Friday 3rd January 2020  
Monday 20th April 2020 
 
Parent Consultation Evenings:  
Thursday 31st October 2019 
Tuesday 5th November 2019, 
Thursday 27th February 2020  
Tuesday 3rd March 2020 

 
 

Please do not refer to the Central Bedfordshire Council’s Term Dates Calendar as these dates 
are incorrect for The Potton Federation. 

 
 

School Calendar and Term dates  

 

https://pottonfederation.co.uk/events/list/


 

 
Well done to all of the children on their attendance this half term.  The Local Authority set our attendance 
targets, the Federations target is 97%.  This half term has seen the winter vomiting bug have a huge impact on 
our attendance causing our figures to be lower than our target.  
A special congratulations to the following classes who have had the highest attendance across their Key Stage so far this 
half term! 

 
Attendance 
We are a school that sets ourselves high expectations in all areas and attendance is no exception. Attending school is 
extremely important for children’s social, emotional and educational development and children who miss a lot of time at 
school can suffer in the long term from significant gaps in their learning.   

 

Potton Lower School       Potton Middle School 

      

Class 
Attendance % 
Present 

Cottontails  90.89 

Puddle Ducks  94.98 

Squirrel Nutkins 95.54 

Tiggy-Winkles  95.80 

Jerry Fisher  95.80 

Tom Kittens  96.54 

Dragons 96.85 

Phoenix 96.76 

Salamanders  96.75 

Hippogriffs  96.52 
 

Attendance Policy 

The Federation’s Attendance Policy sets out our systems and procedures for ensuring regular school attendance. The 
policy can be found on our website http://pottonlower.co.uk/parents/attendance/. If you have any queries relating to 
the Attendance Policy please contact the school offices on: plsoffice@pottonfedrtaion.co.uk and 
pmsoffice@pottonfederation.co.uk  
 

Class 
Attendance  
Present     % 

Elphinstone 97.13 
Riddell 95.55 
Stevens 95.92 
Edge 97.51 
Evans 95.30 
Torday 97.45 
Almond 96.13 
Rundell 96.01 
Pullman 93.63 
Zephaniah  97.29 

Attendance 
 
 
 
 

96.54%

96.85%

97.10%

97.29%

96.00% 96.20% 96.40% 96.60% 96.80% 97.00% 97.20% 97.40%

Key Stage 1: Tom Kittens

Lower Key Stage 2: Dragons

Upper Key Stage 2 : Edge

Key Stage 3: Zephaniah

Classes with the best attendance 
in each Key Stage

Attendance

http://pottonlower.co.uk/parents/attendance/
mailto:plsoffice@pottonfedrtaion.co.uk
mailto:pmsoffice@pottonfederation.co.uk


 
 

Medicines in School:  

A reminder that we CANNOT administer medication that is not prescribed to your child and/or is only prescribed 
for three times a day. This includes Calpol and Nurofen. Parents can come into school themselves if their child 
needs a dose of medicine although we do advise parents to keep their children at home if they are poorly. 
 

Reading:  

We would really like to encourage all parents with children in Reception and Key Stages 1 & 2 to read daily with 
their child.  Children in Key Stage 3 should be reading independently each day too!  
 

Water Bottles:  

Please can all parents ensure that their child brings a named and filled water bottle into school with them each 
day, and that they only contain water. It is important for the children to drink regularly throughout the day. 
Children may of course bring juice to drink with their packed lunch, and juice and water are also available for 
children having a school dinner at lunchtime. 
 

Hand hygiene:  

There are soap dispensers available in all of the school toilets with notices that remind children to wash their 
hands before they leave.  We have antibacterial hand gel available in areas around school also and children are 
always encouraged to wash their hands.   
 
In order to help minimise the spread of any infections/germs within school – if parents and carers would like to 
send their child/children in to school with a named bottle of antibacterial gel, this will be kept on their school 
desk for them to be able to use throughout the day if required.  
 

Parking: 

Please can we remind ALL parents that Mill Lane carpark is open from 8:15am every morning.  Please support 
the school in trying to keep our children safe whilst they arrive and depart school. 
 

Child Absences: 

Please remember to phone into school if your child is absent for any reason. If your child has a medical 
appointment during school hours please provide evidence of the appointment to the office.   If you do not notify 
the school on the first day of the absence your child will be given an unauthorised absence mark. Please be 
aware that 10 sessions of unauthorised absence in a 12 week period may result in a fixed penalty notice. 
 

Pre-Loved uniform: 

Has your child outgrown their school uniform?  Is your child moving to another school?  
Why not donate any preloved and now unwanted items of school uniform to the school 
to benefit other children in the school community? 
 
Don’t throw it away, donate it!  Ties/ school jumpers/ PE kit/ trousers/ skirts/ shorts 
 
Donations can be left in the donation bins at both school offices.  Thank you!  
  

Reminders for parents  
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